
THE TASTING PANEL
Our top tips for 2018 – all tiny guys who are going to make huge noise 

over the next 12 months

Boxcar DDH Mosaic
Boxcar came out of nowhere at the end of 2017, their cute medicine bottles cropping 
up all over instagram. This DDH Mosaic smacks you in the face with that Juicy Fruit 
character, but also little hints of umami funk that makes mosaic such an intruiging and 
complex beer to brew with. Boxcar are a tiny outfit in deepest, darkest Homerton, but 
we expect them to make a lot of great beer and fuss this year.

Burnt Mill Steel-Cut (gf)
Perhaps our biggest tip for the year, the first release from Suffolk’s Burnt Mill showed 
real promise and hit the red of the juice dial. Don’t let the gluten-free tag of Steel-Cut 
put you off, this is a brilliant beer in its own right. While many gluten free beers are 
brewed and then modified to remove the gluten, this beer has never seen a grain of 
barley. Instead, Burnt Mill have used a mix of gluten-free grains (buckwheat, maize 
and sorghum) to create a rich and slightly nutty malt body, then layered it with juicy 
hops. If anything, the loss of gluten adds something.

Elusive Overdrive Lap 5
Owned by officially “the nicest guy in beer”, Elusive have quietly and politely made 
some stunning beers in the short time they have been open. Andy Parker seems to 
excel at balanced, drinkable bottled beers. One of our favourites of 2017 was Plan 
B, his Belgian pale, and this American one is equally brilliant, with plenty of malt 
character as was once the style for APA, layered with savoury, dank simcoe and 
juicier, pithy amarillo. Crack this one when you’re thirsty.

Unity Drift
We’ve had Unity on the site for a year now and the beers just get better and better. 
Despite being a Belgian-inspired brewery at heart, this is our favourite beer so far – 
a hybrid between a citrusy-sweet witbier and an NE IPA. Lots of peachy, pear-like 
yeast notes and a big whack of citra sends your senses into overload, while the body 
is thick and satsifying. The Belgians would hate it, but the rest of us think it’s brilliant.

Affinity For the Many
Affinity, the latest brewery to join the Bermondsey Beer Mile, have nailed their political 
colours to the mast with their American pale ale tribute to the Labour Party. For the 
Many is a 3.7% American pale with lots of lemon and orange peel over a cracker dry 
and hazy body with plenty of body to it. It’s a wonderful beer that you can have many 
of, and show the subtle, layered approach Affinity apply to their beers. 



Pillars Untraditional Lager
We’ve had one eye on Pillars for a while now. After the buyout of Camden we’ve 
been hoping for a new independent lager brewery in the capital and, while Pillars 
took some time to find their feet, their Untraditional Lager is now a bona fide banger. 
It’s grainy, biscuity and moreish like good lager should be, and thankfully the use of 
modern hops doesn’t topple it over sideways, instead adding a soft, floral note. 

Gipsy Hill/Duration Barnstormer
Technically a Gipsy Hill beer but we’ve included it because of the hand that Duration 
had in the brew. Their head brewer and founder, Bates, was head brewer at Brew 
By Numbers before going his own way, so we’re very excited to see what they make 
when they open late this year (especially with that coolship). In the meantime though, 
Bates is focusing on collabs and made this mixed ferm saison with Gipsy Hill – 
lemony and tart, with soft peachy hints from the yeast that make it really smooth and 
sippable.

Verzet Super Noah
The most exciting new brewery to come out of Belgium in a few years, Verzet make 
staunchly modern beer but all within the framework of Europe’s traditional brewing 
scenes.  That means you’ll see everything from British IPAs to oude bruins to whisky-
aged stouts. Super Noah is a hoppy blond but don’t expect any big citrus or tropical 
notes – Noah stand for “No American Hops”, so the gorgeous floral and lemon aroma 
comes from Belgian hops and yeast. It’s a big, bitter beer with a soft and fresh aroma.

Left Handed Giant Cheeseburger Cavalry
We have no idea where the name came from, because (thankfully) there are no 
cheeseburgers (or horses) in this beer. Instead, it’s a slightly hazy West Coast IPA with 
mosaic and citra, that has lots of lemon sherbert and floral notes that nearly tip into 
the tropical category. It’s a perfectly balanced IPA with a robust finish like they used 
to make back in 2015. We’re expecting some great beers to come out of Left Handed 
Giant’s new brewery this year, now they have finally found a permanent home.

Campervan Hoppy Botanist
We have to confess, we weren’t entirely sure about this Edinburgh brewery when 
the samples came through. Every beer had an unusual twist to it, and we’re very 
wary of new brewers making stuff with lots of adjuncts. But all cynicism vanished 
when we tried the beers. Sure, some need to be reined in, but the Hoppy Botanist 
was a standout – it really does smell and taste like rhubarb and custard sweets, with 
enough depth to remind you this is still a beer.


